Anybody have cool plans this weekend? TGIF!!
Programming alllll weekend long, baby!!!
-Blake O'Hare
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Fall2003 HW2 Collages

Upload your Collages here to share.
resizing, shadowing, mirroring, transparency, color change

Houman Khalili

Gwen Massengale
It's a 12-pack of the world's greatest drink!
This is my hermit crab and his pirate friends.
A FISH IN SOME WEEDS.
A tribute to the Man In Black. Dina M. Forehand
"200 lines of coding later...and this is what I have to show...what was I thinking?"
Garfield My Good Man!!
You'd Best Love My Stuff.
Greg Leo
Aaahahaha little did you know Prof. Guzdial had famous brothers! =D
From left: Mark, Frank (the Tank), and Mario

As much as I appreciate the sentiment, this one doesn't meet the HW2 requirements -- the SAME image must show up at least four times, three times modified.

Mark Guzdial

I have 4 images and they have all been tempered in some way... Are you saying I need to modify each image three times, so I'll need 4x4(including original)=16 pictures up there?

No, not at all! One image must show up four times. Show as many other images only once each. Mark Guzdial

Here's the fixed version of Guzdial Bros!
Children of Burkina Faso Africa Gerrell D. Wilson
This is my home country...Belgium!!!
Dizzy Astronaut!
Atsugarisan
Simeon Spearman
In this era of casual Fridays and Mondays and Tuesdays and Wednesdays, the pocket square has become the new power tie. Without it, your blazer might feel naked.